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The Wiener-Khinchin theorem for the Fourier-Laplace transformation (WKT-FLT) provides a robust method
to obtain the single-side Fourier transforms of arbitrary time-domain relaxation functions (or autocorrelation
functions). Moreover, by combining an on-the-fly algorithm with the WKT-FLT, the numerical calculations of
various complex spectroscopic data in a wide frequency range become significantly more efficient. However,
the discretized WKT-FLT equation, obtained simply by replacing the integrations with the discrete summations,
always produces two artifacts in the frequency-domain relaxation function. In addition, the artifacts become more
apparent in the frequency-domain response function converted from the relaxation function. We find the sources
of these artifacts that are associated with the discretization of the WKT-FLT equation. Taking these sources into
account, we derive discretized WKT-FLT equations designated for both the frequency-domain relaxation and
response functions with the artifacts removed. The use of the discretized WKT-FLT equations with the on-the-
fly algorithm is illustrated by a flow chart. We also give application examples for the wave-vector-dependent
dynamic susceptibility in an isotropic amorphous polyethylene and the frequency-domain response functions of
the orientation vectors in an n-alkane crystal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Wiener-Khinchin theorem (WKT) [1,2] is a well-
known general-purpose method to obtain Fourier transforms
of arbitrary autocorrelation functions (ACFs) by computing
the power spectral density. The theorem states that the power
spectral density of a time series of a variable in a stationary
state always exists even when the time series is neither ab-
solutely integrable nor square integrable, and that the power
spectral density coincides with the Fourier transform of the
ACF. Originally, the WKT was developed and used to analyze
data obtained from linear time-invariant systems constructed
as electric circuits [3]. Today, the theorem plays important
roles in various fields of signal processing and analysis.

In the fields of materials science and technology, the WKT
is deeply connected with the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem [4,5] and linear-response theory [6–8], and it contributes
for the construction of stationary-state nonequilibrium physics
and chemistry [9] as an essential tool. These theoretical
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approaches are widely used to investigate the dynamics ob-
served in materials both experimentally and numerically.
Recently, the WKT itself is also applied to obtain the Fourier
transforms of ACFs and to investigate the molecular processes
in numerical simulations. Based on developments in parallel
computation tools such as multithreading, message-passing
interfaces, general-purpose GPU calculations, and supported
by high-performance solid-state memory devices, numerically
computed spectroscopic data are now comparable to experi-
mental data [10–16]. Some such data were computed by using
the WKT instead of by the direct Fourier transformation for
the ACFs. Here we show the outline of how to use the WKT
in the molecular simulations.

Given a physical quantity f (t ) as a function of time t , the
ACF is

F (t ) ≡ 〈 f (t ) f (0)〉
〈 f (0) f (0)〉 = 1

A
〈 f (t + t0) f (t0)〉t0 , (1)

where 〈· · · 〉 means the statistical average and A is a normal-
ization factor. By assuming an ergodic system, we replace the
statistical average 〈· · · 〉 with a long-time average 〈· · · 〉t0 over
t0 [9].
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Both in deterministic and stochastic cases, the WKT equa-
tion is written as the following relation:

F (ω) = I (ω), (2)

where ω is an angular frequency, F (ω) is the Fourier trans-
form of the ACF F (t ), and I (ω) is the power spectral density
of the physical quantity of f (t ). The functions F (ω) and I (ω)
are defined as follows:

F (ω) ≡
∫ ∞

−∞
F (t ) eiωt dt (3)

and

I (ω) ≡ 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∣∣∣∣
∫ T/2

−T/2
f (t ) eiωt dt

∣∣∣∣
2

, (4)

where T is a time interval. The WKT equation is interpreted
as follows: the Fourier transform of the ACF F (t ) is propor-
tional to the product of the Fourier transform of f (t ) and its
complex conjugate. In the literature on molecular simulations,
the WKT equation is often written in the following form for
simplicity [11,15]:

F (ω) = 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∣∣∣∣
∫ T/2

−T/2
f (t ) eiωt dt

∣∣∣∣
2

. (5)

To use the WKT in molecular simulations, the continuous
WKT equation (5) must be discretized. By replacing the con-
tinuous ω with a discrete ωn = 2πn/T , we remove the not-
ation for the operation limT →∞ (hereafter, we refer to the
limT →∞ as ‘the limit on T ’) from Eq. (5) and replace
the integrals with discrete summations. As a result, we get
the discretized WKT equation as follows:

F (ωn) = 1

AT

〈∣∣∣∣∣
M/2∑

m=−M/2+1

�t f (tm) eiωntm

∣∣∣∣∣
2 〉

= �t

AM
〈 | f (ωn)|2 〉, (6)

where m, n, and M are integers, and �t is a time mesh.
Because the limit on T has been removed from Eq. (5), we
add the brackets of the statistical average 〈· · · 〉 to Eq. (6).
When we actually compute F (ωn), we replace the statistical
average 〈· · · 〉 with the average over the number of simulations
performed under the same thermodynamic and computational
conditions. The discretized Fourier transformation for f (tm) is
written as

f (ωn) =
M/2∑

m=−M/2+1

f (tm) eiωntm . (7)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), the variables and constants are

tm = m�t, −M/2 + 1 � m � M/2, M is even,

ωn = n�ω, �ω = 2π

M�t
, 1 � n � M/2, and, (8)

T = M�t,

where the range of n is half that of m because of the Nyquist-
Shannon sampling theorem [3,17], and the maximum value of

ωn = π/�t is the Nyquist frequency. The constant �ω gives
the lower resolution limit of F (ωn). By using the discretized
WKT equation, we can compute the Fourier transform F (ωn)
of the ACF, which is called the “frequency-domain correlation
(or relaxation) function,” from molecular simulations.

For example, density, mass flow, stress, or other physical
quantities are functions of time in molecular simulations and
can be written as f (tm) in Eqs. (6) and (7). If we have the
complete time series f (tm) in computer storage, we can apply
the discrete Fourier transformation of Eq. (7) to get the Fourier
components f (ωn). According to Eq. (6), multiplying f (ωn)
by its complex conjugate gives the frequency-domain correla-
tion functions of density, mass flow, stress, and other physical
quantities, without computing their ACFs and without imple-
menting the direct Fourier transformation for the ACFs. The
WKT provides a much easier way to obtain F (ωn).

However, the WKT has its limitations. The function F (ωn)
computed by using the WKT is always a real function because
the ACF is a real, even function of time. Experimental data
of spectroscopic measurements often have the imaginary part
together with the real part; the former is related to energy
loss, and the latter to energy stored. The complex frequency-
domain correlation function is given by the Fourier-Laplace
transformation (a single-side Fourier transformation) for the
ACF, instead of by the Fourier transformation [Eq. (3)], which
is written as

F+(ω) ≡
∫ ∞

0
F (t ) eiωt dt, (9)

where the superscript + (−) indicates that the interval of
integration on the right-hand side is positive (negative). Of
course, the imaginary part can be obtained analytically from
the real part by using the Kramers-Kronig relation [9], but this
is difficult to do numerically. To obtain the imaginary parts
from the simulations, we should modify and extend the usual
WKT.

Matsui and co-workers presented an extended WKT equa-
tion for the Fourier-Laplace transformation (WKT-FLT) to
compute complex dynamic structure factor and complex
dielectric constant from molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions [18–20]. In addition, to compute the spectra in a wide
frequency range, they combined an on-the-fly algorithm for
implementing the WKT-FLT with thinning out the angular
frequency ωn (see Appendix A for details).

Their strategy is robust and is attractive in many research
fields, not only in materials physics but also in molecular
chemistry and biology. However, when we discretize their
WKT-FLT equation simply by replacing the integrations with
the summations as done from Eq. (5) to (6), the discretized
equation always produces two artifacts in F+(ωn). In addition,
the artifacts become more apparent in the “frequency-domain
response function” χ+(ωn) (often called the “dynamic suscep-
tibility”), which is converted from F+(ωn) by using [9]

χ+(ω) = 1 + iωF+(ω). (10)

Figure 1 presents the artifacts observed in F+(ωn) and
χ+(ωn) for the bisect vectors u�

j (t ) [illustrated in Fig. 1(a)]
of the united atom polyethylene model at 500 K (a melting
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FIG. 1. Artifacts observed in F+(ωn) and χ+(ωn) for the bisect vectors u�
j (t ) [illustrated in panel (a)] of the united atom polyethylene

model at 500 K (a melting state), computed by using the WKT-FLT equation from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In the left column,
panels (b) and (c) show the imaginary part and the real part of F+(ωn) plotted versus log ωn, respectively. In the right column, panels (d) and
(e) are the real part and the imaginary part of χ+(ωn) converted from F+(ωn) by using χ+(ω) = 1 + iωF+(ω) [Eq. (10)]. The parts indicated
by dashed red ellipses are the artifacts. In the left column, the upper curve should approach the asymptotic curve of 1/ωn, and the lower curve
should converge to zero, but they do not. The artifacts result in the strange increase in χ+(ωn) for large ωn.

state), computed by using the WKT-FLT equation from MD
simulations (see Appendix F 1 for the simulation outline).

In Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), both the real and imaginary parts
of χ+(ωn) are expected to converge to zero as ωn in-
creases. Thus, the imaginary part of F+(ωn) [Fig. 1(b)]
should asymptotically approach 1/ωn, and the real part of
F+(ωn) [Fig. 1(c)] should converge to zero with increasing
ωn. However, this does not happen: Im[F+(ωn)] deviates from
1/ωn, and Re[F+(ωn)]/�t converges to 1/2 for large ωn.
The sources of this undesirable behavior remain unknown.
Therefore, the goals of this study are the following:

(1) To clarify the sources of the artifacts and
(2) To remove the artifacts.
The on-the-fly algorithm combined with the thinning-out

for the angular frequency ωn is significantly useful and es-
sential for computing the spectra in a wide frequency range.
However, this algorithm was explained very briefly in the orig-
inal papers [18–20]. For the benefit to easily be understood,
we explain it in Appendix A using the WKT [Eqs. (6)–(8)].
We recommend seeing Appendix A in advance for the readers
who are interested in the algorithm.

Depending on the research field, numerous names exist
for the functions F (t ), χ (t ), F+(ω), and χ+(ω). To avoid
confusion, we call F (t ) and χ (t ) the time-domain relax-
ation function and response function, respectively, and we
call their Fourier-Laplace transforms F+(ω) and χ+(ω) the
frequency-domain relaxation function and response function,
respectively. The relaxation function is also referred to the
correlation function, so we use the term “correlation” in-
stead of relaxation if appropriate. In the time domain, we

mainly deal with ACFs. Thus, in most cases, we call F (t ) the
ACF.

II. EFFECTIVE AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION

First, we derive an effective ACF for the WKT, which will
be an important tool throughout this research.

Suppose that a quantity f (t ) of interest is a function of time
t , then we define a long-time-averaged ACF F (t ) of f (t ) as

F (t ) ≡ 1

A
〈 f (t + t0) f (t0)〉t0

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0 f (t + t0) f (t0). (11)

The constant A is a normalization factor defined as

A ≡ 〈 f (t0) f (t0)〉t0

= lim
T →∞

1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0 f (t0) f (t0). (12)

Here we assume that the time series of f is computed from
a molecular simulation limited to a finite time interval from
−T/2 to T/2, and we use this f for Eq. (11) after removing
the limit on T . In this case, both f (t + t0) and f (t0) in Eq. (11)
become restricted to the same time interval as the simulation.
With this assumption, we restrict the domain of f (t + t0) to
−T/2 < t + t0 < T/2 as follows:

f (t + t0) =
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)), (13)
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where δ(t ) is the Dirac δ function. On substituting Eq. (13)
into Eq. (11), we obtain the following form of the effective
ACF Fe(t ):

F (t ) ∼= Fe(t )

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

×
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) f (t0) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)). (14)

Integrating Eq. (14) over t ′ or t0 with the cases t ′ > t0 and
t ′ < t0, we see that Fe(t ) is an even function: Fe(t ) = Fe(−t ).

The usual WKT equation is derived by using the effective
ACF Fe(t ). Substituting Fe(t ) [Eq. (14)] into the right-hand
side of Eq. (3) instead of F (t ) [Eq. (11)] gives

F (ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
Fe(t ) eiωt dt

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) f (t0)

×
∫ ∞

−∞
dt eiωt δ(t ′ − (t + t0))

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

×
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) f (t0) eiω(t ′−t0 ). (15)

We then obtain the WKT equation, which is the same as
Eq. (5):

F (ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
Fe(t ) eiωt dt

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∣∣∣∣
∫ T/2

−T/2
f (t ) eiωt dt

∣∣∣∣
2

. (16)

Note that the effective ACF Fe(t ) does not correspond
exactly to F (t ) [Eq. (11)] as indicated by the notation ∼= in
Eq. (14). The integration area of Eq. (14) on the t ′ versus t0
plane differs from that of Eq. (11). See Appendixes B and C
for details.

III. WKT-FLT EQUATION FOR RELAXATION FUNCTION

This section derives a WKT-FLT equation with the effec-
tive ACF Fe(t ).

Introducing the Heaviside unit step function θ (t ) into
Eq. (9), F+(ω) becomes

F+(ω) =
∫ ∞

0
F (t ) eiωt dt =

∫ ∞

−∞
θ (t ) F (t ) eiωt dt, (17)

where

θ (t ) ≡
{ 1, t > 0

1/2, t = 0
0, otherwise

}
. (18)

Note that the unit step function θ (t ) is neither even nor odd.
Thus, θ (t )F (t ) in the integrand of Eq. (17) is also neither even

nor odd. In Eq. (18), we set θ (0) = 1/2 to satisfy the sum rules
described later. Substituting the effective ACF Fe(t ) [Eq. (14)]
into Eq. (17) instead of F (t ) [Eq. (11)], we obtain

F+(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
θ (t )Fe(t ) eiωt dt

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) f (t0)

×
∫ ∞

−∞
dt θ (t ) eiωt δ(t ′ − (t + t0))

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

×
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) f (t0) θ (t ′ − t0) eiω(t ′−t0 ).

(19)

We then get the WKT-FLT equation for the relaxation function:

F+(ω) =
∫ ∞

0
Fe(t ) eiωt dt

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0 f (t0) e−iωt0

∫ T/2

t0

dt ′ f (t ′) eiωt ′
.

(20)

Equation (20) is the same as the existing WKT-FLT equa-
tion [19], although the ways of the derivations differ.

Next, we examine the WKT-FLT equation in detail. Intro-
ducing the unit step function θ (−t ), F−(ω) is written as

F−(ω) =
∫ 0

−∞
F (t ) eiωt dt =

∫ ∞

−∞
θ (−t ) F (t ) eiωt dt . (21)

In the same way as we derived Eq. (20), we get F−(ω):

F−(ω) =
∫ 0

−∞
Fe(t ) eiωt dt

= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0 f (t0) e−iωt0

∫ t0

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) eiωt ′

.

(22)

If we switch the order of the integrals in Eq. (22), switch the
variables t ′ and t0, and take the complex conjugate, we see that

F+(ω) = (F−(ω))∗, (23)

where the notation * means the complex conjugate. Combin-
ing Eqs. (20) and (22) gives

F (ω) = F+(ω) + F−(ω), (24)

where F (ω) is the Fourier transform of the ACF given in
Eq. (5). Figure 2 shows the integration areas of F+(ω) and
F−(ω) on the t ′ versus t0 plane.

Even when integrating both sides of Eq. (24) over ω, we
still obtain∫ ∞

−∞
dω F (ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dω F+(ω) +

∫ ∞

−∞
dω F−(ω), (25)
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FIG. 2. Integration area of F+(ω) and F−(ω) over the t ′ versus
t0 plane.

because the sum rules for F (ω), F+(ω), and F−(ω) are∫ ∞

−∞
dω F (ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

∫ ∞

−∞
dt F (t ) eiωt

= 2πF (t = 0) (26)

and ∫ ∞

−∞
dω F±(ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

∫ ∞

−∞
dt θ (±t ) F (t ) eiωt

= πF (t = 0), (27)

where the Dirac δ function is

δ(t ) =
∫ ∞

−∞

dω

2π
eiωt . (28)

Equation (25) holds because we set θ (0) = 1/2. Other-
wise, the right-hand side of Eq. (27) is not πF (t = 0), which
invalidates Eq. (25). For Eq. (24) to safely hold, including the
case of Eq. (25), we must define the unit step function as done
in Eq. (18).

IV. DISCRETIZED WKT-FLT EQUATION FOR
RELAXATION FUNCTION AND A CORRECTION TERM

FOR OVERCOUNTING

In this section, we discretize the WKT-FLT equation and
show that the discretized version must include a correction
term to eliminate an overcounting.

Replacing the continuous ω with the discrete ωn = 2πn/T
and removing the limit on T from Eq. (20) gives

F+(ωn) = 1

AT

〈∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0 f (t0) e−iωnt0

∫ T/2

t0

dt ′ f (t ′) eiωnt ′
〉
,

(29)

where the right-hand side of Eq. (29) is enclosed in the
brackets 〈· · · 〉. Because the statistical average is replaced with
the long-time average when assuming ergodicity, we add the
statistical-average brackets back to the equation when the
limit on T is removed. Again including the unit step function
θ (t ), we rewrite Eq. (29) in the form

F+(ωn) = 1

AT

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′

× θ (t ′ − t0)〈 f (t ′) f (t0)〉 eiωn (t ′−t0 ). (30)

Note that the integration in Eq. (30) over the line t = t ′ − t0 =
0 contributes to the entire integration with only half of its
original value because we have set θ (0) = 1/2 for the sum
rule for F±(ω) to be satisfied as per Eq. (27). Consequently,
Eq. (24) is confirmed to safely hold, including the case of
Eq. (25).

Taking this into account, we now use the discretized form
of the unit step function:

θk ≡
{

1 − δk,0/2, k � 0

0, otherwise

}
, (31)

where δk,0 is the Kronecker δ and k is an integer. Using θk ,
Eq. (30) is discretized as

F+(ωn) = 1

A

1

M�t

M/2∑
l=−M/2+1

M/2∑
m=−M/2+1

(�t )2

× θm−l 〈 f (tm) f (tl )〉 eiωn (tm−tl )

= �t

AM

M/2∑
l=−M/2+1

M/2∑
m=l

〈 f (tm) f (tl )〉 eiωn (tm−tl )

− �t

2AM

M/2∑
l=−M/2+1

〈 f (tl ) f (tl )〉. (32)

For computational convenience, we switch the order of the
double summation in the first term, which gives the discretized
WKT-FLT equation for the relaxation function:

F+(ωn) = �t

AM

〈
M/2∑

m=−M/2+1

f (tm) eiωntm
m∑

l=−M/2+1

f (tl ) e−iωntl

〉

− �t

2
, (33)

where the variables and constants are the same as for Eq. (8).
The second term is the correction term to eliminate the over-
counting along the line m = l , which corresponds to the line
t = 0 in the continuous case. The discretized function F−(ωn)
is derived in the same way. The sum rules for the discretized
WKT-FLT equations for F±(ωn) are easily confirmed by mul-
tiplying both sides of Eq. (33) by �ω and summing from
n = −M/2 + 1 to M/2 using the following representation of
the Kronecker δ:

δm,l = 1

M

M/2∑
n=−M/2+1

eiωn (tm−tl ). (34)

The relations involving F (ωn), F+(ωn), and F−(ωn) hold
in the same way as the relations for the continuous case
[Eqs. (23)–(25)].

The discretized WKT-FLT equation can also be introduced
into the simulation loop as done with the discretized WKT
equation (see Appendix A). The only difference with the case
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FIG. 3. Effects of the correction term in relaxation and response functions: (a) the real part of F+(ωn) and (b) the imaginary part of χ+(ωn)
for the bisect vectors u�

j (t ) [illustrated in Fig. 1(a)] of the united atom polyethylene model at 500 K, obtained by MD simulation. The green
and violet curves are computed by using the discretized WKT-FLT Eq. (33), with and without the correction term, respectively. The function
χ+(ωn) is converted from F+(ωn) by using Eq. (10). The artifacts observed in the violet curves are not present in the green curves.

for the WKT is the green-colored procedure in Fig. 9. The
discretized WKT-FLT Eq. (33) is separated as follows:

F+(ωn) = �t

AM
〈g(ωn)〉 − �t

2
, (35)

g(ωn) =
M/2∑

m=−M/2+1

h(tm, ωn), (36)

and

h(tm, ωn) = f (tm) eiωntm
m∑

l=−M/2+1

f (tl ) e−iωntl . (37)

In Eq. (35), to compute F+(ωn), we replace the statisti-
cal average 〈· · · 〉 with the average over the number of the
simulations.

Using Eq. (A1), we thin out the unnecessary values of
F+(ωn) and make space between the adjacent ωn’s. The value
of h(tm, ωn) in Eq. (37) is computed every time step and is
added to the array g(ωn) of Eq. (36) during the simulation.
After the end of the multiple simulations, substituting the
computed g(ωn) into Eq. (35) and taking the average over
the number of simulations, we get F+(ωn) without storing
the entire time series of f (tm) and without any lack of f (tm)
during the simulations. We call this approach the on-the-fly
algorithm for the WKT-FLT.

Figure 3 shows effects of the correction term in relaxation
and response functions: (a) the real part of F+(ωn), (b) the
imaginary part of χ+(ωn), for the bisect vectors u�

j (t ) [see
Fig. 1(a)]. The function F+(ωn) is computed by using the
discretized WKT-FLT Eq. (33), and χ+(ωn) is converted from
F+(ωn) by using Eq. (10). Figure 3 presents both results
computed with and without the correction term. Due to the
correction term, the artifact is removed from Re[F+(ωn)]/�t
[Fig. 3(a)]: with the correction term, this quantity continues to
decay with increasing ωn (see green curve), whereas, without
the correction term, it converges to 1/2 (see violet curve). As
a result, the strange increase in Im[χ+(ωn)] for large ωn is not
present [Fig. 3(b)].

The source of the artifact in Re[F+(ωn)] becomes clear;
namely, it is due to the overcounting along the line t = 0 upon

discretizing the WTK-FLT equation. Conversely, the source
of the artifact in Im[F+(ωn)] [Fig. 1(b)] remains unknown.

V. SOURCE OF ARTIFACT IN Im[F+(ωn)]

As explained in the introduction, the real part of χ+(ωn),
converted from the imaginary part F+(ωn) by using Eq. (10)
as Re[χ+(ωn)] = 1 − ωn Im[F+(ωn)], is expected to con-
verge to zero with increasing ωn. Thus, Im[F+(ωn)] should
asymptotically approach 1/ωn with increasing ωn. Although
Im[F+(ωn)] in Fig. 1(b) appears to decrease proportionally
to 1/ωn up to approximately 1013 Hz, it deviates from 1/ωn

around 1014 Hz and drops to zero at ωn = π/�t , where
the π/�t is the maximum value of ωn (called the Nyquist
frequency).

We investigate this undesirable behavior of Im[F+(ωn)]
starting at Eq. (33). The equation for Im[F+(ωn)] contains
a factor of sin[ωn(tm − tl )] inside the double summation
over l and m. The value of sin[ωn(tm − tl )] is zero at the
Nyquist frequency ωn = π/�t , because tm − tl = �t (m − l )
from Eq. (8). We expand it up to first order in a Taylor series
in the vicinity of ωn = π/�t . The resulting first-order term
contains the factor (ωn − π/�t ) outside the summation:

Im[F+(ωn)] = �t

AM

M/2∑
m=−M/2+1

m∑
l=−M/2+1

〈 f (tm) f (tl )〉

× sin [ωn(tm − tl )]

∼= �t

AM

(
ωn − π

�t

) M/2∑
m=−M/2+1

m∑
l=−M/2+1

〈 f (tm) f (tl )〉

×(tm − tl )(−1)m−l

= �t

A

(
ωn − π

�t

) M/2∑
k=0

〈 f (tk ) f (0)〉tk (−1)k, (38)

where the double summation is changed to the sin-
gle summation by using 〈 f (tm) f (tl )〉 = 〈 f (tm − tl ) f (0)〉 =∑M/2

k=−M/2+1 δk,m−l〈 f (tk ) f (0)〉 and the discretized unit step
function θk [Eq. (31)]. Although it is difficult to know the
precise value of the summation after the expansion, we
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consider, based on the simulation results shown in Fig. 1(b)
and the model calculation using the Debye relaxation model
(see Appendix D), that it converges to a finite negative value.
Thus, Im[F+(ωn)] approaches ωn = π/�t proportionally to
−(ωn − π/�t ), and goes to zero at ωn = π/�t . Accordingly,
Re[χ+(ωn)] = 1 − ωn Im[F+(ωn)] increases with increasing
ωn around ωn/2π = 1014 Hz and goes to unity at ωn = π/�t ,
as in Fig. 1(d).

The Nyquist frequency ωn = π/�t does not appear in the
finite-continuous Fourier transformation because the maxi-
mum value of ωn (or n) can be set to ±∞. The Nyquist
frequency only appears in the finite-discrete case. The finite-
discrete Im[F+(ωn)] is always zero at ωn = π/�t , and there
is no way for Im[F+(ωn)] to approach ωn = π/�t except for
Im[F+(ωn)] ∝ −(ωn − π/�t ) near ωn = π/�t . Therefore,
the source of the undesirable behavior of Im[F+(ωn)] is the
cutoff of the finite-discrete Fourier-Laplace transformation at
the Nyquist frequency ωn = π/�t . The source of the artifact
in Im[F+(ωn)] clearly differs from that in Re[F+(ωn)] [see
Sec. IV], although both artifacts are associated with the dis-
cretization of the WKT-FLT equation.

The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma states that the Fourier in-
tegral of an absolutely integrable function should converge to
zero when ω or ωn → ∞, whether the interval of the Fourier
integral is finite or infinite [17]. It means that F+(ωn) and
χ+(ωn) analytically obtained by the finite-continuous Fourier-
Laplace transformation converge to zero when ωn → ∞,
because F (t ) and χ (t ) are absolutely integrable. Hence, both
the F+(ωn) and χ+(ωn) computed from the finite-discrete
molecular simulations should also converge to zero at large
ωn. Actually, in Fig. 1(b), Im[F+(ωn)] partially reproduces
the features of ≈1/ωn. Moreover, when plotting Im[F+(ωn)]
on the vertical axis instead of the logarithm of Im[F+(ωn)]
[as in Fig. 1(b)], Im[F+(ωn)] appears to converge to zero.
However, for the conversion of Eq. (10) not to produce the
strange increase in Re[χ+(ωn)], Im[F+(ωn)] must asymptoti-
cally approach 1/ωn but must not go to zero at ωn = π/�t .

From the discussion here, it follows that the artifact ob-
served in Im[F+(ωn)] is caused by the cutoff at the Nyquist
frequency ωn = π/�t . The way in which Im[F+(ωn)] ap-
proaches ωn = π/�t is different from the ideal case of
≈1/ωn, which results in the strange increase of Re[χ+(ωn)]
near ωn = π/�t through the conversion Re[χ+(ωn)] = 1 −
ωn Im[F+(ωn)] [Eq. (10)]. Although the reason is simple, it
is difficult to eliminate the source from Im[F+(ωn)] and to
remove the resulting artifact in Re[χ+(ωn)].

Incidentally, χ+(ω) can be written as the Fourier-Laplace
transform of a time-domain response function χ (t ) instead of
the conversion from F+(ω) via Eq. (10). In this case, the dis-
cretized equation for Re[χ+(ωn)] contains a correction term,
same as that for Re[F+(ωn)] in Eq. (33). The correction term
should eliminate the overcounting, allowing Re[χ+(ωn)] to
converge to zero for large ωn. In addition, the discretized equa-
tion for Im[χ+(ωn)] contains the factor of sin[ωn(tm − tl )]
inside the double summation, same as that for Im[F+(ωn)] in
Eq. (38). Similarly to Im[F+(ωn)], Im[χ+(ωn)] should appear
to converge to zero at large ωn as long as plotting the linearly
separated Im[χ+(ωn)] on the vertical axis, even though the
asymptotic approach to the Nyquist frequency ωn = π/�t

is not the ideal convergence. To remove the artifact, we
must derive the discretized WKT-FLT equation designated for
χ+(ωn).

VI. DISCRETIZED WKT-FLT EQUATION
FOR RESPONSE FUNCTION

This section derives the WKT-FLT equation for the re-
sponse function χ+(ω) and then discretizes it.

The relation between the ACF F (t ) and the time-domain
response function χ (t ) is [9]

F (t ) =
∫ ∞

t
χ (s) ds =

∫ ∞

−∞
θ (s − t ) χ (s) ds, (39)

where θ (s − t ) is the Heaviside unit step function [Eq. (18)].
Differentiating Eq. (39) with respect to t gives

χ (t ) = −dF (t )

dt
, (40)

where dθ (t )/dt = δ(t ) is used. Substituting the ACF of
Eq. (11) into the above equation gives

χ (t ) = − 1

A
〈 ḟ (t + t0) f (t0)〉t0

= − 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0 ḟ (t + t0) f (t0), (41)

where the dotted quantities ( ˙ ) are time derivatives.
Following the strategy used to derive the effective ACF

Fe(t ), we obtain an effective response function. We restrict
the domain of ḟ (t + t0) to −T/2 < t + t0 < T/2 as follows:

ḟ (t + t0) =
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′)

d

dt
δ(t ′ − (t + t0))

=
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ ḟ (t ′) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)). (42)

Substituting Eq. (42) into Eq. (41), we get the effective re-
sponse function χe(t ):

χ (t ) ∼= χe(t )

= − 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

×
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ ḟ (t ′) f (t0) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)). (43)

The frequency-domain response function χ+(ω) is ob-
tained by the Fourier-Laplace transformation for χ (t ):

χ+(ω) =
∫ ∞

0
χ (t ) eiωt dt =

∫ ∞

−∞
θ (t ) χ (t ) eiωt dt . (44)
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FIG. 4. On-the-fly algorithm for the WKT-FLT: (a) a flow chart of time loop of MD simulation and (b) equations for computing the
frequency-domain response function χ+(ωn) regarding the bisect vectors u�

j (t ). Bisect vectors u�
j (t ) and its time derivative u̇�

j (t ) are
defined in the first and second equations in panel (b), where r j (t ) and v j (t ) are the position and velocity vectors of atom j, respectively.
The time-domain response function χ (t ), the discretized WKT-FLT equations for χ+(ωn), and the equations for thinning out ωn are
also shown in panel (b). In panel (a), u�

j (tm ) and u̇�
j (tm ) are computed by the first green-colored procedure. In the second green-colored

procedure called WKT-FLT engine, hj (tm, ωn) is computed at each time step and is added sequentially to the array of gj (ωn). After the
end of the multiple simulations, substituting gj (ωn) into the first of the WKT-FLT equations and averaging over the number of simulations
gives χ+(ωn).

Substituting χe(t ) [Eq. (43)] into Eq. (44) instead of χ (t )
[Eq. (41)] gives the WKT-FLT equation for the response
function:

χ+(ω) =
∫ ∞

0
χe(t ) eiωt dt

= − 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0 f (t0) e−iωt0

×
∫ T/2

t0

dt ′ ḟ (t ′) eiωt ′
. (45)

Next, we discretize Eq. (45) by replacing the continuous ω

with the discrete ωn = 2πn/T and removing the limit on T
from Eq. (45) by taking the statistical average 〈· · · 〉. We write
it by using the unit step function θ (t ):

χ+(ωn) = − 1

AT

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′

× θ (t ′ − t0)〈 ḟ (t ′) f (t0)〉 eiωn (t ′−t0 ). (46)

The integrals of Eq. (46) are discretized by using the dis-
cretized unit step function of Eq. (31):

χ+(ωn) = − 1

A

1

M�t

M/2∑
l=−M/2+1

M/2∑
m=−M/2+1

(�t )2

× θm−l 〈 ḟ (tm) f (tl )〉 eiωn (tm−tl )

= − �t

AM

M/2∑
l=−M/2+1

M/2∑
m=l

〈 ḟ (tm) f (tl )〉 eiωn (tm−tl )

+ �t

2AM

M/2∑
l=−M/2+1

〈 ḟ (tl ) f (tl )〉. (47)

In Eq. (47), notice that the second term is zero because, at a
given time tl , a physical quantity f (tl ) and its time derivative
ḟ (tl ) are uncorrelated [i.e., 〈 ḟ (tl ) f (tl )〉 = 0] [9,21].

The final form of the discretized WKT-FLT equation for the
response function is

χ+(ωn) = − �t

AM

〈
M/2∑

m=−M/2+1

ḟ (tm) eiωntm
m∑

l=−M/2+1

f (tl ) e−iωntl

〉
.

(48)
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FIG. 5. Response function χ+(ωn) for bisect vectors u�
j (t ) of a united atom polyethylene model at 500 K, obtained by MD simulation

using the on-the-fly algorithm of Fig. 4. Panels (a) and (b) plot the real part and imaginary part of χ+(ωn) versus log ωn, respectively. Panel
(c) is a Cole-Cole plot of the real and imaginary parts. The violet curves are obtained from the conversion from F+(ωn) (without the correction
term) using Eq. (10). The green curves are obtained from the designated WKT-FLT for the response function χ+(ωn) [Eq. (48)]. In panels
(a) and (b), the strange increases at large ωn in the violet curves are not present in the green curves. Also, in panel (c), the error observed on
the left side of the half circle in the violet curve disappears in the green curve.

Contrary to our expectation in Sec. V, Eq. (48) does not have
the correction term. Although the correction term to eliminate
the overcounting along the line m = l emerges in Eq. (47),
it disappears due to the noncorrelation between a physical
quantity and its time derivative at a given time.

The discretized WKT-FLT equation for χ+(ωn) can also be
introduced into the simulation loop as done with F+(ωn). We
separate the discretized WKT-FLT Eq. (48) as follows:

χ+(ωn) = − �t

AM
〈g(ωn)〉, (49)

g(ωn) =
M/2∑

m=−M/2+1

h(tm, ωn), (50)

and

h(tm, ωn) = ḟ (tm) eiωntm
m∑

l=−M/2+1

f (tl ) e−iωntl . (51)

Using Eq. (A1), we can thin out unnecessary values of
χ+(ωn). During the simulation, the function h(tm, ωn) of
Eq. (51) is computed every time step m and is added to the
array g(ωn) of Eq. (50). After the multiple simulations, we
get χ+(ωn) by substituting the computed g(ωn) into Eq. (49)
and taking the average over the number of the simulations.
Figure 4 shows an outline of the on-the-fly algorithm for the
WKT-FLT for a response function χ+(ωn), which describes
as an example the computation of the χ+(ωn) for the bisect
vectors u�

j (t ) of a polymer chain.

Figure 5 shows the response function χ+(ωn) for bisect
vectors u�

j (t ), computed for a united atom polyethylene model
at 500 K. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) plot the real and imagi-
nary parts of χ+(ωn) computed by Eq. (48) (green curves)
as functions of log ωn. In addition, χ+(ωn) converted from
F+(ωn) (without the correction term) by using Eq. (10) is also
plotted (violet curves). The strange increases in both the real
and imaginary parts of the violet curves at high ωn are not
present in the green curves. Figure 5(c) shows a Cole-Cole
plot [9,22,23] for χ+(ωn); the error on the left side of the half
circle in the violet curve disappears in the green curve. Thus,
the artifacts in both the real and imaginary parts of χ+(ωn)
are removed upon using the discretized WKT-FLT equation
designated for χ+(ωn).

VII. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Figure 9 in Appendix A presents an example of the compu-
tation of the frequency-domain velocity correlation function
and Fig. 4 shows the computation of the frequency-domain
response function of the bisect vectors. In this section, we
show the other examples of the spectroscopic analysis using
the WKT-FLT equations with the artifacts removed.

A. Wave-vector-dependent dynamic susceptibility in an
isotropic amorphous state of polyethylene

Isotropic amorphous state is one of the fundamental states
when considering the materials science. In this subsection,
we show the computed results of “wave-vector-dependent
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FIG. 6. Three-dimensional graphs of the real part of χ+
s (qh, ωn) (upper row) and χ+(qh, ωn) (lower row) computed for the model

polyethylene system and plotted against the logarithm of qh and ωn. From left to right are shown the profiles for 500, 400, 300, and 200 K.
The violet belts indicate the first peak position of the static structure factor S(qh ) (q1st ) and the position of the low-energy excitation in
Fig. 9(c) (ωBP).

dynamic susceptibility” [9,19] for an isotropic amorphous
polyethylene system.

Starting from the van Hove time-space density correlation
function for classical systems [24], we derive the dis-
cretized WKT-FLT equations of the wave-vector-dependent
dynamic susceptibilities of the coherent (full-correlation)
part χ+(qh, ωn) and the incoherent (self-correlation) part
χ+

s (qh, ωn) (see Appendix E for the derivations), where qh is
a discrete wave vector. To obtain χ+(qh, ωn) and χ+

s (qh, ωn)
in a wide temperature range, cooling MD simulations of the
united atom polyethylene model are performed from 800 K
to 12.5 K under 1 atm. Then, we implement NVE constant
simulations using the states on the way of the cooling as
initial states. During the NVE simulations, χ+(qh, ωn) and
χ+

s (qh, ωn) are computed with the on-the-fly algorithm for the
WKT-FLT (see Appendix F 1 for the simulation outline).

Figure 6 plots the real parts of χ+
s (qh, ωn) (upper row) and

χ+(qh, ωn) (lower row) as a function of the logarithm of qh

and ωn. Because it takes a long time to compute χ+(qh, ωn)

and χ+
s (qh, ωn) for all wave vector qh, we only compute the

mean value of the following components of χ+(qh, ωn) and
χ+

s (qh, ωn):

χ+(qh, ωn) = 1
3 {χ+((qh, 0, 0), ωn)

+χ+((0, qh, 0), ωn) + χ+((0, 0, qh), ωn)},
qh = h�q, h = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (52)

In the upper row of Fig. 6, the three-dimensional (3D)
graphs change gradually with decreasing temperature. At
500 K, a single step appears connecting the low-qh and -ωn

region diagonally to the high-qh and -ωn region. With decreas-
ing temperature, the part of the step located around the low-ωn

range shifts to the high-qh range. At 200 K, the step in the low-
ωn range becomes parallel to the ωn axis, whereas the step in
the high-qh and -ωn range remains diagonal, and the two steps
intersect around ωn/2π = 3.0 × 1011 Hz (≡ωBP/2π ), which
corresponds to the frequency of the low-energy excitation

FIG. 7. Three-dimensional graphs of the imaginary part of χ+
s (qh, ωn) (upper row) and χ+(qh, ωn) (lower row) computed in the model

polyethylene system are plotted against logarithm of qh and ωn. From the left side to right side, the data of 500, 400, 300, and 200 K are aligned.
The violet belts indicate the first peak positon of S(qh ) (q1st ) and the position of the low-energy excitation in Fig. 9(c) (ωBP), respectively.
Comparing with Fig. 6, the graphs are rotated around the vertical axes by 90◦ counterclockwise.
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shown in Fig. 9(c). The low-energy excitation is considered
to originate from the excess vibrational states (called “Boson
peak”) observed in the vibrational density of states of low-
temperature glasses [25–34]. Conversely, in the lower row, the
3D graphs are noisier than in the upper row, where the lower
graphs look like that the upper graphs are multiplied by the
static structure factor S(qh) [35] (see Fig. 15 in Appendix F 1).
At the high temperatures, a strong streak appears on the line
qh/2π = 2.0 × 109 m−1 (≡q1st/2π ) in the low-ωn region.
This line corresponds to the first peak position of the S(qh).
The streak shifts to the low-ωn with decreasing temperature
and goes out from the window at 200 K.

Figure 7 plots the results for the imaginary parts of
χ+

s (qh, ωn) (upper row) and χ+(qh, ωn) (lower row). In the
upper row, a single ridge extends diagonally from the low-
qh and -ωn region to the high-qh and -ωn region. As the
temperature decreases, the ridge located around the low-ωn

range shifts toward the high-qh range, as occurs for the real
part in Fig. 6. The ridge in the low-ωn region disappears at
200 K, where the remaining ridge terminates around ωBP/2π .
In the lower row of Fig. 7, a strong peak appears on the same
line qh/2π = q1st/2π as for the strong streak in Fig. 6. As
the temperature decreases, the peak shifts to the low-ωn with
changing its shape and is not present at 200 K.

At 200 K in the upper rows of Figs. 6 and 7, the point
where the two steps intersect is the same where the ridge
terminates; this point shifts toward the higher qh/2π on the
line ωn/2π = ωBP/2π with further cooling. The qh/2π value
of this point might link to the spatial scale of the low-energy
excitation [30,31].

At the high temperatures in the lower rows of Figs. 6 and 7,
the streak and peak on the line qh/2π = q1st/2π indicate

the existence of the cooperative motion between the nearest
neighbor atoms. Conversely, because there is almost no inten-
sity on the same line at 200 K, we see that the atom’s motions
become uncorrelated even between the nearest neighbors; i.e.,
the localized motions are dominant at 200 K. The behavior
of the strong streak and peak as a function of temperature
should be connected to the glass transition around 200 K that
occurs in the simulations based on polyethylene molecular
models [32,35,36].

B. Molecular rotation in n-octane crystals

Normal-alkane crystals exhibit the first-order solid-solid
phase transition [37–42]. The differences in the dynamical
properties between those in the high- and low-temperature
phases are interesting in terms of the materials application and
the physics of phase transitions.

As a preparation for the future precise investigations, we
reproduce the solid-solid phase transition of the united atom
n-octane (C8H18) crystal by cooling MD simulations from
200 K to 6.25 K under 1 atm. Then, NVE constant sim-
ulations are performed using the states on the way of the
cooling as initial states, where the frequency-domain response
functions of several orientation vectors are computed with the
on-the-fly algorithm for the WKT-FLT (see Appendix F 2 for
the simulation outline). The discretized WKT-FLT equations
are obtained by replacing the bisect vector with the target
orientation vectors in the equations of Fig. 4(b).

Figure 8 presents the frequency-domain response functions
of n-alkane orientation vectors in crystal: the schematic il-
lustrations of the orientation vectors [Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)]
and the computed results [Fig. 8(c)]. Here we consider three

FIG. 8. Frequency-domain response functions of n-alkane orientation vectors in crystal. Panel (a) shows the schematic illustration of the
parallel vector u//

j (t ) and the perpendicular vector u⊥
j (t ). Panel (b) is the torsion vector uT

j (t ), where φ j (t ) is the dihedral angle. In panel (c), the
result of the frequency-domain response functions χ//(ωn) (parallel), χ⊥(ωn) (perpendicular), and χT(ωn) (torsion) are arranged from the top
to the bottom; the left and right columns are the real and imaginary parts of them. In the middle row of the panel (c), two curves at 100 K are
pointed by the red arrows, around which the solid-solid phase transition occurs from the high-temperature rotator phase to the low-temperature
phase.
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orientation vectors. In both high and low-temperature crys-
tals, an n-alkane molecule has a strong tendency to take a
planar-zigzag structure, in which each dihedral angle takes
energetically the most stable conformation called ‘trans’ con-
formation [Fig. 8(b)]. As a result, the molecule stretches
along an axis called the “molecular axis,” and the molecules
align with pointing on average their molecular axes at the
direction along the ‘c axis’ of the unit cell (see Fig. 16
in Appendix F 2). In such a crystal, the directions of the
parallel vectors u//

j (t ) and the perpendicular vectors u⊥
j (t )

in a molecule [Fig. 8(a)] roughly correspond to the direc-
tion along the molecular axis and that perpendicular to the
zigzag plane, respectively. Hence, we can investigate the
swinging motion of the directions of the molecular axes and
the rotating motion of the molecules around their molecu-
lar axes with the frequency-domain response functions for
the parallel vector u//

j (t ) and the perpendicular vector u⊥
j (t ),

respectively. Conversely, when two dihedral angles in a
molecule take ‘+gauche’ and ‘−gauche’ conformations of
the secondary stable conformations [Fig. 8(b)] with includ-
ing at least more than one trans conformation between the
+gauche and −gauche, the molecule takes a “kink” structure
observed specifically in the high-temperature phase of the
n-alkane crystal. We can see the dynamical feature of the kink
structures with the frequency-domain response function for
the torsion vector uT

j (t ).
Panel (c) in Fig. 8 shows the frequency-domain response

functions χ+
//(ωn), χ+

⊥ (ωn) and χ+
T (ωn) for the parallel vector

u//
j (t ), the perpendicular vector u⊥

j (t ) and the torsion vector
uT

j (t ), respectively. In the upper and lower rows, the curves
are almost flat in the whole temperature range. In the middle
row, at the high temperatures above 100 K, we observe the
step- and bell-shaped curves in the real and imaginary parts,
respectively. The step- and bell-shaped curves shift to the low-
ωn with decreasing temperature and collapse abruptly around
100 K, which is the phase transition point (see Fig. 16).

These results tell us that the n-octane molecules cannot
swing the directions of the molecular axes largely and cannot
make kinks in themselves frequently, throughout the simula-
tions. Conversely, the molecules are actively rotating around
the molecular axes in the high-temperature phase (the so-
called “rotator phase” [43–47]). In the low-temperature phase,
the rotation is prohibited because of the denser packing be-
tween the molecules, so that the step- and bell-shaped curves
collapse below the transition point of 100 K.

From the peak position (∼=60 GHz) of the imaginary part
at 100 K, we see that the phase transition occurs when the
relaxation time of the rotation becomes about 17 ps. It would
be interesting to investigate the relation between the relax-
ation time and the transition temperature with changing the
molecular length. Further investigation with the more realistic
molecular models will contribute for understanding the n-
alkane materials and their solid-solid phase transition from the
viewpoint of the molecular rotation dynamics [37,38,46,47].

VIII. DISCUSSION

Textbooks on signal processing and analysis [3] discuss the
overcounting along the line ωn = 0 together with the over-

counting along the Nyquist-frequency line |ωn| = π/�t in
the case of discrete inverse Fourier-Laplace transformations.
The problem of overcounting is thus already recognized in the
field of signal processing. However, Ref. [3] states that over-
counting does not affect the computed results and can usually
be ignored. In the present case, the artifact in Re[F+(ωn)]
is clearly connected to the overcounting along the line t = 0
and gives rise to the strange increase in Im[χ+(ωn)] in the
high-frequency region as observed in Fig. 3. Therefore, in the
present case, the overcounting produces a stronger effect than
that in the case treated in Ref. [3]. Conversely, we do not
consider the overcounting along the edge of the integration
interval of |t | = T/2 because the correlation between two
values f (t + t0) and f (t0) for |t | = T/2 should be very weak
if T is sufficiently large.

Incidentally, note that Im[F+(ωn)] computed by Eq. (33)
retains the artifact caused by the cutoff [see Fig. 1(b)] sim-
ply because its source has not been eliminated; the approach
of Im[F+(ωn)] to the Nyquist frequency still differs from
the ideal case of ≈1/ωn. However, when we plot linearly
separated Im[F+(ωn)] on the vertical axis [instead of loga-
rithmically separated as in Fig. 1(b)], Im[F+(ωn)] appears to
converge to zero at large ωn. In Fig. 5(b), the same holds for
Im[χ+(ωn)] (green curve) computed by Eq. (48). When we
use the designated discretized WKT-FLT Eqs. (33) and (48) to
compute F+(ωn) and χ+(ωn), the artifacts in their imaginary
parts do not matter provided (i) we are not interested in how
the functions approach the Nyquist frequency and (ii) we plot
the linearly separated Im[F+(ωn)] and Im[χ+(ωn)] on the
vertical axes.

Although we have not shown any results for the in-
verse conversion from χ+(ωn) to F+(ωn) using χ+(ω) =
1 + iωF+(ω) [Eq. (10)], the function F+(ωn) converted
from χ+(ωn), which is computed by the designated equa-
tion for χ+(ωn) [Eq. (48)], does not agree well at low or
high ωn with that computed by the designated equation for
F+(ωn) [Eq. (33)]. We conclude that the discretized WKT-
FLT Eqs. (33) and (48) are not compatible with Eq. (10). To
obtain the frequency-domain functions, the designated WKT-
FLT equations are preferable, and it is better to avoid the
conversion between χ+(ωn) and F+(ωn) via Eq. (10).

The time-domain functions expressed by the double inte-
gral with the Dirac δ function play important roles in this
research. In Secs. II, III, and VI, one may directly obtain
the WKT or WKT-FLT equations by the Fourier or Fourier-
Laplace transformation for the effective ACF Fe(t ) and the
effective response function χe(t ), respectively. Usually, the
derivations of the WKT or WKT-FLT equations require sev-
eral mathematical steps; however, thanks to the effective
functions Fe(t ) and χe(t ), such calculations are not needed.

The WKT expresses the frequency-domain relaxation
function F (ω) through the power spectral density I (ω);
F (ω) = I (ω). Conversely, the following relation expresses the
time-domain relaxation function, ACF F (t ) = 〈 f (t ) f (0)〉/A,
through the effective ACF Fe(t ):

1

A
〈 f (t ) f (0)〉 ∼= 1

A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) f (t0)

× δ(t ′ − (t + t0)). (53)
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The Fourier transform of Eq. (53) corresponds to the WKT
Eq. (2), and the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (2) corre-
sponds to Eq. (53). In other words, Eq. (53) is the time-domain
WKT equation as a counterpart of the frequency-domain WKT
Eq. (2). Readers would already have noticed in Sec. II that
the effective ACF Fe(t ) is the inverse Fourier transform of the
power spectral density I (ω). Thus, Eq. (53) holds provided
the WKT holds; the notation ∼= is thus valid when the require-
ments for the WKT are satisfied.

Statistical physics textbooks [9] state that, for the WKT
Eq. (2) to hold, unnecessary terms should be omitted by taking
the limit T → ∞, where the convergences of the Fourier
integrals of the ACF F (t ) and the function tF (t ) are required
(see Appendix C for details). Of course, the requirements for
the WKT are correct in the infinite-continuous case. However,
we must consider how to obtain reliable spectroscopic data
from the finite-discrete molecular simulations. The discretiza-
tion for the Fourier-transform equations might give rise to
unexpected errors, as we have seen in this research. Therefore,
more concrete and specific requirements are needed for the
discretized WKT. Omitting the unnecessary terms [9] links to
ignoring the highlighted areas with the dashed lines on the
plane of t ′ versus t0 in Figs. 10(a) and 11(a) in Appendix B.
We now investigate the requirements for the WKT in various
cases using the ACFs expressed by the double integrals on the
t ′ versus t0 plane.

The time-domain WKT equation (53) can be applied to the
Green-Kubo relation [6–8]. Integrating both sides of Eq. (53)
over t with a single-side infinite integration interval gives

1

A

∫ ∞

0
dt 〈 f (t ) f (0)〉 = 1

2A

∫ ∞

−∞
dt 〈 f (t ) f (0)〉

∼= 1

2A
lim

T →∞
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

×
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′ f (t ′) f (t0)

×
∫ ∞

−∞
dt δ(t ′ − (t + t0))

= 1

2A
lim

T →∞
1

T

{∫ T/2

−T/2
dt f (t )

}2

. (54)

According to the Green-Kubo relation, the left-hand side of
Eq. (54) gives the transport coefficient. The relation between
the left-hand side and the right-hand side is discussed in
the literature [8,48,49] and is used to obtain arbitrary trans-
port coefficients from molecular simulations. The discretized
equation for Eq. (54) corresponds to Eq. (6) with setting ωn =
0. Hence, by setting ωn = 0 in Fig. 9(b), we immediately
obtain the on-the-fly algorithm for the Green-Kubo relation,
where the mobility (or diffusion coefficient) can be computed.
Again, the notation ∼= in Eq. (54) is valid when the usual
requirements for the WKT are satisfied because we use the
time-domain WKT in Eq. (54). However, the requirements
for the discretized case are still unclear, which should also
be known when using Eq. (54) to compute the transport coef-
ficients from finite-discrete molecular simulations.

Although the time-domain WKT itself is not the subject
of the present research, we confirm that both the frequency-
domain WKT [Eq. (2)] and the Green-Kubo relation [Eq. (54)]
can be derived by the Fourier integration over t and by the
integration over t , for the time-domain WKT [Eq. (53)],
respectively. The frequency-domain WKT and the Green-
Kubo relation are connected through the time-domain WKT.
It would thus be of interest to further investigate the time-
domain WKT.

The on-the-fly algorithm, developed by Matsui and co-
workers [18–20], can also be applied to obtain the frequency-
domain relaxation and response functions for linearly sep-
arated ωn instead of log-separated ωn. Thus, the algorithm
works for computing the high-frequency data comparable to
the experimental spectra, such as infrared absorption or Ra-
man scattering spectra [10–16,50–52]. The primary benefit of
the on-the-fly algorithm is its simplicity; the postsimulation
calculation is reduced dramatically by this algorithm even
without the thinning out for ωn. Conversely, the experimen-
tal spectra of low-frequency phenomena are usually complex
spectra and are plotted versus log ωn in most cases [23,53–
55]. Thus, the discretized WKT-FLT equations show their true
strength when applied to the low-frequency phenomena using
the on-the-fly algorithm with ωn thinned out. Consequently,
the computation of the complex relaxation and response func-
tions in a wide frequency range becomes significantly more
efficient.

Ramírez and co-workers developed an algorithm for com-
puting coarse-grained time-domain relaxation functions (they
said “time-correlation functions”) on the fly during simula-
tions [56]. Their method is widely used to investigate various
phenomena spanning a wide time range in the molecular
simulations. We may also apply it to obtain the time-domain
response functions. In this research, we have shown the way
to compute the frequency-domain functions with the artifacts
removed in a wide frequency range. As a result, we now have
the methods to get the relaxation and response functions for
wide ranges of both log tm and log ωn. We will be able to use
these methods complementary to each other depending on the
problems that we are interested in.

Although we show the examples of the MD simulations
of the chain molecules in Sec. VII, the method presented
herein can easily be combined with various simulation meth-
ods that reproduce other solid or liquid systems. Moreover, the
discretized WKT-FLT should work well to see the invisible
spectroscopic data, for example, the imaginary parts of the
dynamic scattering functions or the spectra consisting of in-
active degrees of freedom to external fields. We hope that the
spectroscopic analysis using the discretized WKT-FLT with
the on-the-fly algorithm for molecular simulations prove use-
ful for investigating various molecular processes in material
and biological applications.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The two goals of this research are described in the in-
troduction. The results of this research lead to the following
conclusions:

(1) We investigated the sources of the artifacts observed in
the numerical results computed by the WKT-FLT equation for
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the frequency-domain relaxation function F+(ωn). The source
of the artifact in Re[F+(ωn)] is the overcounting along the line
t = 0 when the WKT-FLT equation is discretized. In contrast,
the source of the artifact in Im[F+(ωn)] is the cutoff of the
finite-discrete WKT-FLT equation at the Nyquist frequency.
Through the conversion χ+(ω) = 1 + iωF+(ω), the artifacts
yield similar strange increases in the real and imaginary parts
of the frequency-domain response function χ+(ωn) at high
frequency. Although both of these sources are associated with
the discretization of the WKT-FLT equation for F+(ωn), they
differ from each other.

(2) Taking the sources of the artifacts into account, we
derived a discretized WKT-FLT equation for F+(ωn) that
included a correction term for the overcounting. Also, we
derived the discretized WKT-FLT equation for χ+(ωn). When
using these corrected equations, the artifacts in F+(ωn) and
χ+(ωn) are removed.

(3) The equation for the conversion χ+(ω) = 1 +
iωF+(ω) is not compatible with the discretized WKT-FLT
equations. Therefore, we recommend avoiding the conversion
and instead computing F+(ωn) and χ+(ωn) by using the equa-
tions designated for this purpose [Eqs. (33) and (48)].

(4) We presented the on-the-fly algorithm for the WKT-
FLT in the form of a flow chart. We also showed the computed
results of the wave-vector-dependent dynamic susceptibilities
in the isotropic amorphous polyethylene and the frequency-
domain response functions of the orientation vectors in the
n-alkane crystal, as examples of the spectroscopic analysis in
molecular simulations.

More concrete and specific requirements for the WKT
should become known when we apply it to molecular simula-
tions. If successful, we should be able to use with confidence
not only the WKT but also the WKT-FLT and the Green-Kubo
relation for molecular simulations. Such research will be the
subject of future presentations.
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APPENDIX A: ON-THE-FLY ALGORITHM COMBINED
WITH THE THINNING OUT FOR THE ANGULAR

FREQUENCY

The on-the-fly algorithm combined with the thinning out
of the angular frequency ωn is essential for computing
frequency-domain functions spanning a wide range of log ωn.
For clarity, we explain the algorithm by applying it to the
discretized WKT [Eqs. (6)–(8)]. In Secs. IV, VI, and VII, we
use this algorithm for implementing the WKT-FLT.

For high-frequency phenomena, a large simulation time
steps M is not required. In this case, we can store the complete
time series f (tm) in the computer’s storage and can implement
the WKT according to the procedures written in Sec. I. Con-
versely, for low-frequency phenomena (for which M is large),

it becomes hard to output and store the value of f (tm) at every
time step because the input-output time and total amount of
the data become huge. In addition, it takes a long time to
compute the Fourier transform f (ωn) using Eq. (7) after the
simulations. Moreover, it becomes harder when the time series
contains the positions or velocities of the atoms in the system.
How can we use the WKT for low-frequency phenomena? It
is realized by thinning out the angular frequency ωn combined
with an on-the-fly algorithm [18–20] developed by Matsui and
co-workers.

We usually compare the simulation results with experi-
mental results. If the experimental results are spectroscopic
data of low-frequency phenomena such as complex dielectric
constants or dynamic viscoelastic moduli, F (ωn) need not be
computed for all angular frequencies because the experimen-
tal data are often plotted versus the logarithm of frequency. We
can thus thin out the unnecessary values of F (ωn) and make
space between the adjacent ωn’s. For example, the expression
for ωn in Eq. (8) can be changed to

ωn = 2n−1�ω, 1 � n � X, M = 2X . (A1)

By doing this, the memory that should be allocated for the
array of f (ωn) can be drastically reduced and a large array
for f (ωn) need not be set aside. For example, even for F (ωn)
from a simulation of M = 230(>109) steps, preparing an array
of f (ωn) with 30 components suffices by setting X = 30 in
Eq. (A1) instead of the array with 1/2 × 230 components
according to Eq. (8).

In addition, the summation over m in Eq. (7) coincides
with the time loop of the simulation. We can add a procedure
into the simulation loop to implement the discrete Fourier
transformation of Eq. (7) on the fly. In this procedure, the mth
term of f (tm) eiωntm in the summation of Eq. (7) is computed
during the mth simulation step and is added sequentially to
the array of f (ωn). Therefore, there is no need to output
the entire time series of f (tm) during a simulation. After
multiple simulations, substituting the computed f (ωn) into
Eq. (6), and taking the average over the number of the sim-
ulations, we get F (ωn) without storing the entire time series
of f (tm) and without any lack of f (tm). The postsimulation
computation to get F (ωn) is also reduced dramatically by this
algorithm.

Figure 9 shows an example of the on-the-fly algorithm for
the WKT, where we present a schematic illustration of how to
compute the frequency-domain velocity correlation function
F (ωn), which is the Fourier transform of the velocity autocor-
relation function of atoms, from MD simulations. In Fig. 9(c),
the peak around 3.0 × 1011 Hz is a low-energy excitation
(often referred to “Boson peak”), which appears in Raman
scattering, neutron scattering, x-ray scattering and simulation
data [25–34]. The peak position is used to examine the wave-
vector-dependent dynamic susceptibilities computed for an
isotropic amorphous polyethylene in Sec. VII.

This on-the-fly algorithm is quite simple and general. Thus,
we may apply the algorithm to other methods transforming
the time series f (tm), such as the windowed Fourier trans-
formation or the wavelet transformation. We can replace the
green-colored procedure in Fig. 9(a) with others depending on
the purposes and can do the transformation on the fly during
the simulations.
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FIG. 9. On-the-fly algorithm for the WKT: (a) a flow chart of time loop of an MD simulation, (b) equations for computing the frequency-
domain velocity correlation function F (ωn), and (c) an example of F (ωn) versus log ωn. In panel (b), v j (t ) is the velocity of the jth degree
of freedom at time t . In the equation for F (t ), the angular brackets subscripted by j and t0 〈· · · 〉 j,t0 means taking the number average over
j and the long-time average over time t0; in the equation for F (ωn), N is the number of atoms. The angular frequency ωn is thinned out by
the equations on the last line in panel (b). When implementing the simulation of 230(>109) steps, it suffices to use X = 30 here. In panel
(a), at the green-colored procedure named WKT engine, v j (tm ) eiωntm is computed at each time step and added sequentially to the array of
v j (ωn). After multiple simulations, substituting v j (ωn) into the right-hand side of the equation for F (ωn) and taking the average over the
number of simulations gives the frequency-domain velocity correlation function F (ωn). Panel (c) presents the results of an MD simulation for
the united atom polyethylene; F (ωn) computed for the low-temperature glass is plotted versus the log ωn. The peak around 3.0 × 1011 Hz is a
low-energy excitation (often referred to “Boson peak”), which appears in Raman scattering, neutron scattering, x-ray scattering, and simulation
data [25–34].

APPENDIX B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE EFFECTIVE
ACF AND THE LONG-TIME-AVERAGED ACF

The effective ACF Fe(t ) of Eq. (14) is not the same as the
well-known long-time-averaged ACF F (t ) of Eq. (11). Here
we show explicitly how they differ.

When the time series of f is limited to a finite time interval
from −T/2 to T/2 [as in Sec. II], the range of the time lag
t between f (t + t0) and f (t0) can be up to twice as large as
the time interval. Thus, the domain of the time-averaged ACF
is often set to be twice as large as the time interval. Here, as
per convention, we set the time domain of Fe(t ) and F (t ) to
−T < t < T .

First, we rewrite the effective ACF Fe(t ) [Eq. (14)] in
the single-integral form and compare it with the long-time-
averaged ACF F (t ) [Eq. (11)]. To do this, we define a
rectangular window function W [ a < t < b ] as follows:

W [ a < t < b ] ≡ {1, a < t < b; 0, otherwise}. (B1)

We insert the window function W [ −T/2 < t ′ < T/2 ] into
the integral of Eq. (14) and remove the limit on T from
Eq. (14). However, we do not add the brackets 〈· · · 〉 for sta-

tistical averaging even after removing the limit on T , because
the goal is to compare Fe(t ) with F (t ) on the planes t versus
t0 and t ′ versus t0 depicted in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.
In this Appendix, Eqs. (11) and (14) are treated as not having

FIG. 10. Schematic diagrams of integration over t0 in Eqs. (11)
and (B2): (a) F (t ) and (b) Fe(t ). The integral over t0 with a fixed
t means the integration along the line segment between two filled
circles.
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FIG. 11. Schematic diagrams of integration over t ′ and t0 in
Eqs. (B4) and (14): (a) F (t ) and (b) Fe(t ). The double integral of
Eqs. (B4) and (14) over t ′ and t0 means the integration along the line
segment between two filled circles for a fixed t . The t value is equal
to the t ′ value at the intercept of the line segment on the t ′ axis.

both the limit on T and the statistical-averaging brackets 〈· · · 〉
(the necessity to do this is explained later). Then, we split the
integral over t ′ into two integrals of the intervals t0 � t ′ < ∞
and −∞ < t ′ � t0 by using the Heaviside unit step functions
θ (t ′ − t0) and θ (t0 − t ′), and we integrate them over t ′. The
resulting effective ACF expressed by the single integral over
t0 is

Fe(t ) = 1

AT

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ ∞

−∞
dt ′ W [ −T/2 < t ′ < T/2 ]

× f (t ′) f (t0) δ(t ′ − (t + t0))

= 1

AT

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ ∞

−∞
dt ′ [θ (t ′ − t0) + θ (t0 − t ′)]

×W [ −T/2 < t ′ < T/2 ] f (t ′) f (t0) δ(t ′ − (t + t0))

= 1

AT
[θ (t ) + θ (−t )]

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

×W [ −T/2 < t + t0 < T/2 ] f (t + t0) f (t0)

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1
AT

∫ T/2−t
−T/2 dt0 f (t + t0) f (t0), t > 0

1, t = 0
1

AT

∫ T/2
−T/2−t dt0 f (t + t0) f (t0), t < 0

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭. (B2)

Figure 10 shows schematic diagrams of the integration area
for F (t ) [Eq. (11)] and Fe(t ) [Eq. (B2)] on the plane t versus
t0. The integral over t0 with a fixed t means integrating along
the line segment between two filled circles. Figures 10(a)
and 10(b) show that the two integration areas in F (t ) high-
lighted by the dashed lines are missing in Fe(t ). Note that,
in the last line of Eq. (B2), the integration intervals over t0
depend on t , although the integrals are divided by the constant
T . Thus, Fe(t ) is not a time-averaged autocorrelation function
in the strict sense.

Next, we rewrite the long-time-averaged ACF F (t ) of
Eq. (11) in the double-integral form, similar to Fe(t ) of

Eq. (14). To restrict the time range of t to −T < t < T , we
write f (t + t0) with the window function W [−T < t < T ] as

f (t + t0) = W [ −T < t < T ]

×
∫ ∞

−∞
dt ′ f (t ′) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)). (B3)

Substituting Eq. (B3) into Eq. (11) gives

F (t ) = 1

AT

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ ∞

−∞
dt ′

×W [ −T < t ′ − t0 < T ] f (t ′) f (t0) δ(t ′ − (t + t0))

= 1

AT

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T +t0

−T +t0

dt ′ f (t ′) f (t0) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)).

(B4)

Figure 11 shows schematic diagrams of the integration
areas of F (t ) [Eq. (B4)] and Fe(t ) [Eq. (14)] on the plane
t ′ versus t0. The vertical axes are changed from t in Fig. 10
to t ′ in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11, the double integral of Eqs. (B4)
and (14) over t ′ and t0 with the δ function δ(t ′ − (t + t0))
means that f (t ′) f (t0) is integrated along the line segment
between two filled circles for a fixed t ; the t value is equal to
the t ′ value at the intercept of the line segment on the t ′ axis.
Figure 11 shows that two integration areas highlighted by the
dashed lines in F (t ) are missing in Fe(t ), which is the same
as in Fig. 10.

From the discussion, we can see that the integration areas
for F (t ) and Fe(t ) differ, which comes from the assump-
tion for the domain of f (t + t0) in Fe(t ) to be restricted to
−T/2 < t + t0 < T/2 [see Eq. (13)]. Equating the F (t ) and
Fe(t ) means ignoring the highlighted area with the dashed
lines in Figs. 10(a) and 11(a), which links to the requirements
for the WKT to hold, discussed in Appendix C.

If we add the statistical-averaging brackets 〈· · · 〉 to the
last line of Eq. (B2), for example, the integration variable t0
disappears:

Fe(t ) = 1

AT

∫ T/2−t

−T/2
dt0 〈 f (t + t0) f (t0)〉

= 1

AT

(∫ T/2−t

−T/2
dt0

)
〈 f (t ) f (0)〉

= 1

AT
(T − t )〈 f (t ) f (0)〉, for t > 0, (B5)

where 〈 f (t + t0) f (t0)〉 = 〈 f (t ) f (0)〉 is used. As a result, we
can no longer compare the effective ACF Fe(t ) with the long-
time-averaged ACF F (t ) on the planes t versus t0 and t ′ versus
t0, as done in Figs. 10 and 11. Thus, the brackets were not
added to the ACFs even after removing the limit on T .

APPENDIX C: REQUIREMENT FOR WKT

In this Appendix, we derive the requirement for the
infinite-continuous WKT [Eq. (2)]. We define a time-averaged
ACF F1(t ) over the highlighted areas outlined by dashed lines
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in Figs. 10 and 11. For 0 < t < T/2, F1(t ) is

F1(t ) ≡ 1

At

∫ T/2

T/2−t
dt0 f (t + t0) f (t0)

= 1

At

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T +t0

T/2
dt ′

× f (t ′) f (t0) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)), (C1)

and for −T/2 < t < 0,

F1(t ) ≡ 1

A(−t )

∫ −T/2−t

−T/2
dt0 f (t + t0) f (t0)

= 1

A(−t )

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ −T/2

−T +t0

dt ′

× f (t ′) f (t0) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)). (C2)

The relation between F (t ) of Eq. (B4), Fe(t ) of Eq. (B2),
and F1(t ) is

Fe(t ) =
{F (t ) − t

T F1(t ), t > 0
1, t = 0

F (t ) + t
T F1(t ), t < 0

}

= F (t ) − sgn(t )
t

T
F1(t ), (C3)

where sgn(t ) ≡ θ (t ) − θ (−t ) is the sign function, and θ (t )
is the unit step function defined in Eq. (18). When we add
the brackets 〈· · · 〉 to Eq. (C3), 〈F1(t )〉 on the right-hand side
becomes equal to 〈F (t )〉:

〈F1(t )〉 = 1

At

∫ T/2

T/2−t
dt0 〈 f (t + t0) f (t0)〉

= 1

At

(∫ T/2

T/2−t
dt0

)
〈 f (t ) f (0)〉

= 1

A
〈 f (t ) f (0)〉 = F (t ), for t > 0, (C4)

where, according to Eq. (1), we have removed the brackets
from F (t ) in the last line of Eq. (C4). Equation (C3) then
becomes

〈Fe(t )〉 = F (t ) − sgn(t )
t

T
F (t ). (C5)

Implementing the Fourier integrals on both sides of
Eq. (C5) with the integration intervals 0 < t < T and −T <

t < 0 gives∫ T

0
dt 〈Fe(t )〉 eiωt

=
∫ T

0
dt F (t ) eiωt − 1

T

∫ T

0
dt tF (t ) eiωt (C6)

and ∫ 0

−T
dt 〈Fe(t )〉 eiωt

=
∫ 0

−T
dt F (t ) eiωt + 1

T

∫ 0

−T
dt tF (t ) eiωt . (C7)

If we take the limit T → ∞ in Eqs. (C6) and (C7), the second
terms on the right-hand sides go to zero provided the Fourier
integrals of tF (t ) converge to finite values for arbitrary ω. In
addition, as long as the first terms converge to finite values
for arbitrary ω when T → ∞, combining Eqs. (C6) and (C7)
gives the following relation:∫ ∞

−∞
dt Fe(t ) eiωt =

∫ ∞

−∞
dt F (t ) eiωt . (C8)

Having taken the limit T → ∞, we make the assumption of
ergodicity, so the brackets are removed from Fe(t ) on the left-
hand side of Eq. (C8). Equation (C8) corresponds to the WKT
Eq. (2); the left-hand side and right-hand side are the power
spectral density I (ω) and the Fourier transform of the ACF
F (ω), respectively.

Based on the discussion above, the WKT requires the con-
vergences of the following Fourier integrals to finite values for
arbitrary ω:∫ ∞

0
dt F (±t ) e±iωt and

∫ ∞

0
dt tF (±t ) e±iωt . (C9)

This requirement is the same as that given in Ref. [9]. The
second terms omitted in Eqs. (C6) and (C7) come from the
highlighted areas outlined by dashed lines in Figs. 10 and 11.
Thus, eliminating the unnecessary terms translates into ignor-
ing these highlighted areas.

APPENDIX D: CONVERGENCE VALUE OF THE
SUMMATION IN EQ. (38) FOR THE DEBYE

RELAXATION MODEL

As written in Sec. V, knowing the convergence value of
the summation in Eq. (38) is difficult without using a specific
model for the ACF F (tk ) = 〈 f (tk ) f (0)〉. In this Appendix, we
assume as an example that the ACF F (tk ) can be reproduced
by the Debye relaxation function, and we confirm that the
summation converges to a finite negative value in this case.

The discrete Fourier-Laplace transformation for F (tk ) is
written as

F+(ωn) = �t
M/2∑

k=−M/2+1

θk F (tk ) eiωntk

= �t

(
M/2∑
k=0

F (tk ) eiωntk − 1

2

)
, (D1)

where θk is the discretized unit step function of Eq. (31).
Differentiating Eq. (D1) with respect to ωn gives

dF+(ωn)

d ωn
= i�t

M/2∑
k=0

F (tk ) tk eiωntk . (D2)

When setting ωn = π/�t in Eq. (D2), the summation on the
right-hand side of Eq. (D2) corresponds to the summation in
Eq. (38) because tk = k�t .

Next, we assume that the ACF can be written by the Debye
relaxation function with a relaxation time τ as F (tk ) = e−tk/τ ,
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and we substitute this into Eq. (D1):

F+(ωn) = �t

(
M/2∑
k=0

e−tk/τ eiωntk − 1

2

)

= �t

(
M/2∑
k=0

ezk − 1

2

)
= �t

(
1 − ez(M/2+1)

1 − ez
− 1

2

)
,

(D3)

where z is

z = (−1/τ + iωn)�t . (D4)

In Eq. (D3), we see F+(ωn) → 0 at the Nyquist frequency
ωn = π/�t in the case �t � τ � T/2, where T = M�t
from Eq. (8).

Differentiating Eq. (D3) with respect to ωn gives

dF+(ωn)

d ωn
= dz

d ωn

dF+(ωn)

dz

= i(�t )2 ez

(1 − ez )2

×
{

−
[

M

2
(1 − ez ) + 1

]
ezM/2 + 1

}
. (D5)

Substituting ωn = π/�t into Eq. (D5) through Eq. (D4), and
combining this with Eq. (D2), we get the following form for
the summation in Eq. (38):

M/2∑
k=0

F (tk ) tk (−1)k = 1

i�t

dF+(ωn)

d ωn

∣∣∣∣∣
ωn=π/�t

= �t
−e−�t/τ

(1 + e−�t/τ )2

×
{

−
[

M

2
(1 + e−�t/τ ) + 1

]
(−1)M/2

× e−T/2τ + 1

}
. (D6)

On the right-hand side in Eq. (D6), the first term in the curly
brackets can be ignored when τ � T/2, and we thus obtain

M/2∑
k=0

F (tk )tk (−1)k ∼= �t
−e−�t/τ

(1 + e−�t/τ )2

→ −0.25�t, for �t � τ. (D7)

From Eqs. (D6) and (D7), we confirm that the summation in
Eq. (38) converges to the finite negative value −0.25�t for
�t � τ � T/2 when using the Debye relaxation model.

APPENDIX E: DISCRETIZED WKT-FLT EQUATION FOR
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE FACTOR AND

WAVE-VECTOR-DEPENDENT DYNAMIC
SUSCEPTIBILITY

In this Appendix, starting from the van Hove time-space
density correlation function for classical systems [24], we
derive the discretized WKT-FLT equations for the dynamic

structure factor and the wave-vector-dependent dynamic sus-
ceptibility [9,19]. For simplicity, we call these the frequency-
domain density correlation function and response function,
respectively.

The van Hove time-space density correlation function
G(r, t ) is defined as follows:

G(r, t ) ≡ 1

N

〈
N∑

j=1

N∑
k=1

δ(r + r j (0) − rk (t ))

〉

= 1

ρ
〈 ρ(r, t ) ρ(0, 0) 〉, (E1)

where r is a position vector, t is time, N is the number of
atoms, and r j (t ) is the position of atom j at time t . The
constant ρ ≡ N/V is the average number density, where V is
the sample volume. The first form may be expressed in the
second form [21] by using the expression for the density:

ρ(r, t ) =
N∑

j=1

δ(r − r j (t )). (E2)

We replace the statistical average 〈· · · 〉 with the long-time
average and space average 〈· · · 〉t0,r0 by assuming ergodicity:

〈· · · 〉t0 = lim
T →∞

1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0 (· · · ) (E3a)

and

〈· · · 〉r0 = 1

V

∫
V

dr0 (· · · )

= lim
L→∞

1

L3

∫ L/2

−L/2
dr0 (· · · ), (E3b)

where the integration over the volume V in the first step
of Eq. (E3b) means that the integration of the position r0

encompasses all the sample material. Considering the appli-
cation of the WKT-FLT to molecular simulations, we use the
second form of Eq. (E3b), and we use a cubic simulation box
with the periodic boundaries: ρ(r ± L, t ) = ρ(r, t ), where
L = (L, L, L).

Using Eqs. (E3a) and (E3b), G(r, t ) takes the form

G(r, t ) = 1

ρ
〈 ρ(r + r0, t + t0) ρ(r0, t0) 〉t0,r0

= lim
T,L→∞

1

T N

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ L/2

−L/2
dr0

× ρ(r + r0, t + t0) ρ(r0, t0), (E4)

where N is included in the limit on L because N depends on
L for a constant ρ. In Eq. (E4) the convolution over position
r0 is written in the same way as the convolution over time t0.
However, they have different meanings when the limits on T
and L are removed. For position, we impose the periodicity
ρ(r ± L, t ) = ρ(r, t ) in space with the periodic boundaries,
so that the value beyond the boundaries can be replaced with
the appropriate value from inside the simulation box. Con-
versely, for time, ρ(r, t ) is limited to the fixed time range
|t | < T/2, and no periodicity applies for t . We thus cannot
apply the same replacement strategy for time as for position.
Therefore, we must pay attention to the requirements of the
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WKT (see Appendixes B and C and Sec. VIII) in the case of
time, whereas this is unnecessary in the case of space.

In Eq. (E4) we thus restrict the time domain of ρ(r +
r0, t + t0) to −T/2 < t + t0 < T/2, and impose the period-
icity ρ(r ± L, t ) = ρ(r, t ) as follows:

ρ(r + r0 ± L, t + t0) = ρ(r + r0, t + t0)

=
∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′

∫ L/2

−L/2
dr′ ρ(r′, t ′)

× δ(r′ − (r + r0)) δ(t ′ − (t + t0)).

(E5)

Substituting Eq. (E5) into Eq. (E4), we obtain the effective
time-space density correlation function Ge(r, t ):

G(r, t ) ∼= Ge(r, t )

= lim
T,L→∞

1

T N

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′

∫ L/2

−L/2
dr0

∫ L/2

−L/2
dr′

× ρ(r′, t ′) ρ(r0, t0) δ(r′ − (r + r0))δ(t ′ − (t + t0)).

(E6)

Next, substituting Eq. (E6) into Eq. (40), we get the effective
function χe(r, t ):

χ (r, t ) ∼= χe(r, t )

= − lim
T,L→∞

1

T N

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt ′

∫ L/2

−L/2
dr0

×
∫ L/2

−L/2
dr′ρ̇(r′, t ′) ρ(r0, t0) δ(r′ − (r + r0))

× δ(t ′ − (t + t0)). (E7)

Note that χ (r, t ) and χe(r, t ) are response functions in time t
and are correlation functions in space r.

By implementing the Fourier transformation in space and
the Fourier-Laplace transformation in time for G(r, t ) and
χ (r, t ), we obtain the coherent (full-correlation) parts of the
frequency-domain density correlation function S+(q, ω) and
response function χ+(q, ω), respectively, where q is the wave
vector:

S+(q, ω) =
∫ ∞

0
dt

∫
V

dr G(r, t ) e−i(q·r−ωt )

=
∫ ∞

−∞
dt θ (t )

∫
V

dr G(r, t ) e−i(q·r−ωt ) (E8)

and

χ+(q, ω) =
∫ ∞

0
dt

∫
V

dr χ (r, t ) e−i(q·r−ωt )

=
∫ ∞

−∞
dt θ (t )

∫
V

dr χ (r, t ) e−i(q·r−ωt ). (E9)

Substituting Ge(r, t ) and χe(r, t ) into Eqs. (E8) and (E9) in
the places of G(r, t ) and χ (r, t ), respectively, we get the

WKT-FLT equations for S+(q, ω) and χ+(q, ω):

S+(q, ω) = lim
T,L→∞

1

T N

N∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

t0

dt ′

×ρ j (q, t ′) ρ∗
k (q, t0) eiω(t ′−t0 )

= lim
T,L→∞

1

T N

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

×
∫ T/2

t0

dt ′ρ(q, t ′) ρ∗(q, t0) eiω(t ′−t0 ) (E10)

and

χ+(q, ω) = − lim
T,L→∞

1

T N

N∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

∫ T/2

t0

dt ′

× [−iq · ṙ j (t
′)]ρ j (q, t ′) ρ∗

k (q, t0) eiω(t ′−t0 )

= − lim
T,L→∞

1

T N

∫ T/2

−T/2
dt0

×
∫ T/2

t0

dt ′ρ̇(q, t ′) ρ∗(q, t0) eiω(t ′−t0 ), (E11)

where ρ j (q, t ) is the complex scattering amplitude of atom j:

ρ j (q, t ) =
∫ L/2

−L/2
dr δ(r − r j (t )) e−iq·r = e−iq·r j (t ). (E12)

The complex scattering amplitude of the whole system ρ(q, t )
is the Fourier transform of the density ρ(r, t ) [Eq. (E2)] in
space and is given by the superposition of ρ j (q, t ):

ρ(q, t ) =
∫ L/2

−L/2
dr ρ(r, t ) e−iq·r

=
N∑

j=1

e−iq·r j (t ) =
N∑

j=1

ρ j (q, t ). (E13)

By replacing ω with ωn = 2πn/T , removing the limits
on T and L, and adding the brackets 〈· · · 〉, Eqs. (E10)
and (E11) are modified to the forms including the Heaviside
unit step function θ (t ′ − t0) of Eq. (18). In addition, they are
discretized by replacing the integrals with the summations
using the discretized unit step function θk of Eq. (31). After
discretization, we get the following forms of the discretized
WKT-FLT equations for the coherent (full-correlation) parts
of the frequency-domain density correlation and response
functions:

S+(qh, ωn) = �t

MN

〈
M/2∑

m=−M/2+1

ρ(qh, tm) eiωntm

×
m∑

l=−M/2+1

ρ∗(qh, tl ) e−iωntl

〉
− �t

2
S(qh)

(E14)
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and

χ+(qh, ωn) = − �t

MN

〈
M/2∑

m=−M/2+1

ρ̇(qh, tm) eiωntm

×
m∑

l=−M/2+1

ρ∗(qh, tl ) e−iωntl

〉
, (E15)

where the second term in Eq. (E14) is the correction term, and
S(qh) is the discretized static structure factor:

S(qh) = 1

MN

〈
M/2∑

l=−M/2+1

ρ(qh, tl ) ρ∗(qh, tl )

〉
. (E16)

In Eqs. (E14)–(E16), the wave vector q is discretized as

qh = (hx�q, hy�q, hz�q), �q = 2π

L
,

hx, hy and hz = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (E17)

The discretized forms of the incoherent (self-correlation)
parts of the frequency-domain density correlation function
S+

s (qh, ωn) and response function χ+
s (qh, ωn) are obtained by

introducing the Kronecker delta δ j,k into the double summa-
tions of Eqs. (E14)–(E16) as follows:

S+
s (qh, ωn) = �t

MN

〈
N∑

j=1

M/2∑
m=−M/2+1

ρ j (qh, tm) eiωntm

×
m∑

l=−M/2+1

ρ∗
j (qh, tl ) e−iωntl

〉
− �t

2
(E18)

and

χ+
s (qh, ωn) = − �t

MN

〈
N∑

j=1

M/2∑
m=−M/2+1

ρ̇ j (qh, tm) eiωntm

×
m∑

l=−M/2+1

ρ∗
j (qh, tl ) e−iωntl

〉
. (E19)

Equations (E15) and (E19) are used to compute the
χ+(qh, ωn) and χ+

s (qh, ωn) shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

APPENDIX F: SIMULATION OUTLINES

This Appendix shows the outlines of the simulations for the
application examples in Sec. VII. Throughout this research,
the codes for the MD simulations, the WKT engine and the
WKT-FLT engine (see the flow charts in Figs. 4 and 9) were
written with FORTRAN 90, and they were compiled by GNU
FORTRAN compiler. We use the velocity Verlet algorithm to
integrate equations of motion. The velocity-scaling thermostat
and weak coupling barostat [57] are used for the cooling sim-
ulations. For the NPT constant simulations, the Nose-Hoover
thermostat [58,59] and the Andersen barostat [60] are used.

1. MD simulations for the isotropic amorphous polyethylene

This subsection explains mainly the simulations to com-
pute the results presented in Figs. 6 and 7 of Sec. VII A. The
other results of the isotropic amorphous polyethylene model,

FIG. 12. Schematic picture of the united atom polyethylene
model and the MD box with 3D periodic boundaries.

presented repeatedly in this paper (Figs. 1, 3, 5, and 9), are
also computed using the same molecular model with the same
way as shown in this subsection.

We employ the united atom polyethylene model (Fig. 12).
The force fields are the same in our previous research [36],
where the Mondello and Grest united-atom model [61] is
combined with the bond stretching potential used by the Rigby
and Roe [37].

First, we make an initial configuration [62] and implement
an NPT constant simulation (800 K, 1 atm) for 1 ns to obtain
the relaxed configuration. The system is then cooled from
800 K to the target temperatures with a cooling rate 200
K/ns under a constant pressure 1 atm (Fig. 13). Next, at a
target temperature, we perform three successive simulations
under NPT, NVE and NVE constant conditions for 1.4 ns
each. The NPT constant simulation reproduces the relaxed
state at the temperature and pressure after cooling. The subse-
quent NVE simulation eliminates the effect of the separation
of the thermostat and barostat from the system. During the
final NVE simulation, the wave-vector-dependent dynamic
susceptibilities [Eqs. (E15) and (E19)] are computed by us-
ing the on-the-fly algorithm for the thinned-out WKT-FLT
(Fig. 4). We implement the same simulations 10 times at each
temperature and take the average over the number of the
simulations. Finally, we obtain Figs. 6 and 7.

FIG. 13. Schematic diagram of the simulation, where the target
temperature is 300 K.
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FIG. 14. Specific volume versus temperature in the isotropic
amorphous polyethylene model. The slope changes between 200 and
300 K, where the system is in the melting state above 300 K and is
in the glassy state below 200 K. The glass transition occurs between
200 and 300 K.

Figure 14 plots the specific volume versus temperature.
The specific volume decreases with decreasing temperature,
where we can observe no indication of the crystallization.
Conversely, the slope changes around the temperatures from
200 K to 300 K. From this result, we consider that the glass
transition occurs around these temperatures. However, it is
difficult to determine the precise transition temperature from
Fig. 14.

Figure 15 shows temperature changes of static structure in
real space and reciprocal space for the isotropic amorphous
polyethylene model: (a) radial distribution function g(r) and
(b) static structure factor S(qh). In Fig. 15(a), the peaks com-
ing from the single trans conformation (t), the single ±gauche
conformation (±g) [see Fig. 8(b)] and their sequences become
distinct with cooling. In Fig. 15(b), the first peak position q1st

FIG. 15. Temperature changes of static structure in real space
and reciprocal space for the isotropic amorphous polyethylene
model: (a) radial distribution function g(r) and (b) static structure
factor S(qh ). In panel (a), the peaks coming from the single trans
conformation (t), the single ±gauche conformation (±g) (see panel
(b) in Fig. 8) and their sequences become distinct with cooling. In
panel (b), the first peak position q1st of S(qh ) shifts from 1.8 nm−1 to
2.4 nm−1 as the temperature decreases.

FIG. 16. Time-averaged energy of nonbonded interaction versus
temperature in the n-octane crystal model. We also present the snap-
shots along (upper) and perpendicular to (lower) the c axis of the unit
cell (the averaged direction of the molecular axes) at 200 K, where
the upper snapshot shows the first layer only. The curve is discontin-
uous around 100 K, where the solid-solid phase transition from the
high-temperature rotator phase to the low-temperature phase occurs.

of S(qh) shifts from 1.8 nm−1 to 2.4 nm−1 as the temperature
decreases.

These results tell us that the polymer chain tends partially
to stretch with decreasing temperature, although the packing
between the atoms becomes dense. This is the “frustration” in
the isotropic amorphous polyethylene near the glass transition
point. The frustration is supposed to be one of the causes
of the glass transition [63,64] and gives rise to the ther-
mal fluctuation of the order parameters around the transition
point [35].

2. MD simulations for the n-octane crystal

This subsection explains the simulations presented in
Sec. VII B.

We employ the united atom n-octane (C8H18) model with
the force fields used by Rigby and Roe [36]. We made an
initial crystal structure as follows. Two n-octane molecules are
placed in an orthorhombic unit cell with the lattice constants
of a = 0.740 nm, b = 0.493 nm and c = 1.00 nm. Four layers
consisting of 8 × 16 unit cells in each are stacked in an MD
box with 3D periodic boundaries.

Similar as in the preceding subsection, the initial crystal
structure is relaxed with an NPT constant simulation (200 K
and 1 atm) for 2 ns, and then the system is cooled to the
target temperatures with a cooling rate 200 K/ns. Next, three
successive simulations are performed under NPT, NVE and
NVE constant conditions for 1.4 ns each. During the final
NVE simulation at a target temperature, the frequency-domain
response functions of the orientation vectors (Fig. 8) are com-
puted by using the on-the-fly algorithm for the thinned-out
WKT-FLT. Taking the average over four simulations, we get
the results shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 16 plots the time-averaged energy of the nonbonded
interaction versus temperature. Because the nonbonded en-
ergy is sensitive when the system goes through the first-order
phase transition point in the MD simulations [65,66], here we
show the figure of the nonbonded energy versus temperature
instead of the free energy versus temperature. In this model,
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the nonbonded interaction is reproduced by the Lennard-Jones
potential. The energy value decreases with decreasing temper-
ature. The curve is discontinuous around 100 K, where the
solid-solid phase transition from the high temperature rotator
phase to the low-temperature phase occurs. However, as well

known, the most stable herringbone packing structure in the
low-temperature phase cannot be reproduced by the united
atom molecular model [41]. The resulting crystal structure
of this simulation is different from the ideal structure (not
shown).
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